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NKJV, Lucado Encouraging Word Bible Thomas Nelson
Sehnsucht: The C. S. Lewis Journal, established by the
Arizona C. S. Lewis Society in 2007, is the only peer-reviewed
journal devoted to the study of C. S. Lewis and his writings
published anywhere in the world. It exists to promote literary,
theological, historical, biographical, philosophical,
bibliographical and cultural interest (broadly defined) in Lewis
and his writings. The journal includes articles, review essays,
book reviews, film reviews and play reviews, bibliographical
material, poetry, interviews, editorials, and announcements of
Lewis-related conferences, events and publications. Its
readership is aimed at academic scholars from a wide variety
of disciplines, as well as learned non-scholars and Lewis
enthusiasts. At this time, Sehnsucht is published once a year.
Amazing Grace of Quantum Physics Wipf and
Stock Publishers
While the Church of England provides practical
resources for clergy as they make changes in
their ‘careers’, very little theological
reflection has been done around this subject.
Not all change is welcome and driving factors
differ from those in secular employment. This
important volume explores key questions to
consider at points of transition.
C. S. Lewis: Anti-Darwinist Kregel Publications
What does God intend for his broken creation? In this New
Studies in Biblical Theology volume, Graham A. Cole seeks to
answer this question by setting the atoning work of the cross
in the broad framework of God's grand plan to restore the
created order, and places the story of Jesus, his cross and
empty tomb within it.
Yours, Jack Group Publishing, Inc.
English teachers Knol and Karsten have composed these moving reflections
inspired by a wide range of writers, many of whom they have brought into
their classrooms. And while some of their selections will no doubt be familiar
to the reader, each of these meditations will kindle new insights. Attuned to
the power of the written word, these seasoned teachers contemplate sacred
themes, exploring passages from books that they love in light of passages from
Scripture.

Keepers of the Way Abingdon Press
C.S. Lewis wrote many great words, but not everything you see
with his name on it is from the famed author of the Narnia
books. Seventy-five quotations are presented that have an
association in one way or another with a host of names,
including: Ryan Seacrest, Anthony Hopkins, Max Lucado, Rick
Warren, and Tim Allen! Learn the three most common ways
Lewis is misrepresented: 1.Falsely Attributed Quotes:
Expressions that are NOT by him. 2.Paraphrased: Words that
are ALMOST what he said. 3.Out of Context: Material he
wrote, but are NOT QUITE what he believed. This book
doesn’t stop there. Also discover what Lewis actually said that
is related to the presented misquotes. Those new to Lewis and
the more serious reader of his works will grow in their
appreciation of a writer that is not only quotable, but obviously
misquotable!
Inspired Words Wipf and Stock Publishers
Science and faith have had a long intertwined history. The
relationship has run the gamut from a total disconnect to an
adversarial battleground where proponents of each claim total
victory. However, if God created the physical world and remains
active in the physical world, we cannot ignore the interaction nor can
we assume or expect a world of conflict. While nineteenth-century
physics brought classical physics—which quite reasonably divorced
God and nature—to a culmination, twentieth-century physics,
especially quantum physics, has opened a new realm of possible
interactions. Even though one can reasonably say that no one
understands quantum physics, the fruits of the discipline overflow the
cornucopia. People of faith can share the feast; and people of science
are welcome at the table of faith.
Awakening Wonder Springer Science & Business Media
Yours, JackZondervan
BEYOND NARNIA Thomas Nelson
Keep walking. This may be the day your Jericho walls come down. We all
face them. Strongholds with a strong hold on our lives. Roadblocks to our
joy. Obstacles in our marriages. Fortresses of fear blocking us from peace.
How can we bring down these walls that keep us from the future God
promises? Remember the story of Joshua and the battle of Jericho? Those
were some formidable foes and big barriers. Max Lucado says the book of
Joshua is in the bible to remind us of one thing: God Fights For Us! We can
overcome, because He has already overcome. We were not made to stand

in the shadow of our walls and quake. We were made to stand on top of
Jericho's rubble and conquer. We win, because God's already won. Need a
new battle plan for life? Keep walking, keep believing. These may be your
Glory Days.
Removing the Dragon Skin Thomas Nelson
Daniel Mattson once believed he was gay. Raised in a Christian
family, and aware of attractions to other boys at age six,
Mattson's life was marked by constant turmoil between his faith
in God and his sexual attractions. Finding the conflict between
his sexual desires and the teachings of his church too great, he
assumed he was gay, turned his back on God, and began a
relationship with another man. Yet freedom and happiness
remained elusive until he discovered Christ and his true identity.
In this frank memoir, Mattson chronicles his journey to and
from a gay identity, finding peace in his true identity, as a man,
made in the image and likeness of God. Part autobiography,
part philosophy of life, and part a practical guide in living
chastely, the book draws lessons from Mattson's search for inner
freedom and integrity, sharing wisdom from his failures and
successes. His lifelong search for happiness and peace comes full
circle in his realization that, above all else, what is true about
him is that he is a beloved son of God, loved into existence by
God, created for happiness in this life and the next. Mattson's
book is for anyone who has ever wondered who he is, why he is
here, and, in the face of suffering, where to find joy, happiness,
and the peace that surpasses all understanding.
NIV, Faith and Work Bible ABC-CLIO
Manage your time the way Jesus managed his with a biblical
antidote to swamped to-do lists and hurried schedules. “A
highly practical road map.”—Mark Batterson, New York
Times bestselling author and lead pastor of National
Community Church Despite the overwhelming amount of
resources for time management and work-life balance, the
ability to cultivate the efficiency and equilibrium needed to
manage all our worthy pursuits can often feel frustratingly out of
reach. The reason for our struggle is that productivity and time-
management systems focus on individual habits rather than
more meaningful and lasting lifestyle changes. But as it turns
out, there is a better way to reach our full potential. We don’t
need just another approach to changing our habits. What we
need is an operating system that takes into account the full scope
of our lives. In these pages, bestselling author Jordan Raynor
presents this system, using seven powerful time- management
principles drawn from the example of how Jesus lived: 1. Start
with the Word: Find meaningful connection with the author of
time daily. 2. Let Your Yes Be Yes: Accept only the
commitments you can fulfill. 3. Dissent from the Kingdom of
Noise: Create room for silence, stillness, and reflection. 4.
Prioritize Your Yeses: Confidently maintain your commitments.
5. Accept Your “Unipresence”: Focus on one important thing
at a time. 6. Embrace Productive Rest: Live the God-designed
rhythms of rest which are productive for our goals and souls. 7.
Eliminate All Hurry: Embrace productive busyness while
ruthlessly eliminating hurry from our lives. With these
principles, you’ll see how Jesus managed his time on earth and
how he responded to human constraints much like the ones you
face today. More than that, you’ll discover corresponding
practices that will help you embrace the best, most Christlike
version of yourself possible: purposeful, present, and wildly
productive.
Venus and Virtue Zondervan
This book is written for those who haven’t yet discovered the brilliance,
humor, humility, and awe-filled writings of C.S. Lewis. Maybe one who
has read The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, but no other Narnia
books. Or half of Mere Christianity and got side-tracked. Or has heard
their pastor quote Lewis time and again and wonders “why?” Or
thought: “what is the big deal about C.S. Lewis?” The author highlights
the eight or ten most meaningful Lewis ideas that have transformed his life.
Ideas such as “what real joy is” and “the presence of God in everyday
occurrences” and “the secret to recovery of child-like wonder” and
“the startling relevance of Lewis to today” and “how believing in
Christ makes the most sense.” “I enjoyed reading this wondrous book
about C.S. Lewis. It is ‘twice wondrous’ because it is a pleasure not
only to read Rich Latta’s insights into C.S. Lewis’s books, but to enjoy
the feeling that comes when a writer opens his heart so warmly as Rich has
done. I decided I want what Rich Latta has uncovered in the second half of
his life: the enjoyment of a new start in seeing and feeling the wonder of
God. This enjoyment is God Himself: “more of God!” Rich writes. It is
also a heartfelt awakening to all that is wondrous in the world that God
made. Thank you, Rich. You have given the reader a gift of awakened
wonder, theirs and yours.” —Bob Blincoe, PhD. President Emeritus,
Frontiers
Redeeming Your Time Wipf and Stock Publishers
The Impact of Film and Music Film and music are the language of
modern culture. What messages are being conveyed in the movies
and songs we love? An Unexpected Journal explores the truths

embedded within popular media. Contributors "Serenity and the
Theodicy of Joss Whedon" by C.M. Alvarez: An exploration of the
themes of evil, free will, and the power of love in the 2005 film. "On
Judging Movies" by Daniel Asperheim: A guide on film criticism and
judging true value in movies. "A Sonnet to Music: The Language of
the Soul" by Donald W. Catchings, Jr.: a poem on the beauty of
music. "The Function of Absolute Music for Religious and Non-
religous Minds" by Will Daniels: a reflection of the value and purpose
of music focusing on the work of Johann Sebastian Bach. "Where are
All the Great Christian Film?" by Joseph Holmes: A survey of the
existing landcape in Christian filmmaking and suggestions for
improvement. "The Value of Smuggled Theology in Music" by Sheila
Krygsheld: an examination of the way music conveys meaning and
deeper truths. "In Page and Film: Visions of Virtue in Harry Potter"
by Roger Maxson: an analysis of the virtues illuminated in the Harry
Potter series. "Lewisvaldi" by Seth Myers: a poem celebrating the joy
of summer reflecting the work of C.S. Lewis. "Who Authors the
Authority? A Discussion of Watchmen and Rightful Rule" by Jason
Monroe: an examination of Watchmen's critique of authority. "
Twenty �ne Piløts: In the Trenches " by Annie Nardone: on
finding significance and meaning in modern music. "C.S. Lewis,
Myth, and Filmmaking" by Timothy Nargi, Jr.: a reflection on the
ability of C.S. Lewis to convey theological messages in his fiction and
its implicatiaon for modern filmmaking. "Bridging the Gap" and "A
Series of Unfortunate Events and the Persistence of Hope" by Zak
Schmoll "The Witch and the Horror of Eternal Consequences" by
Philip Tallon and Cameron McAllister: an examination of the way
the portrayal of real evil in films provides real life lessons. "Analyzing
the Fact/Value Dichotomy in Ready Player One: The Movie" by
Charlotte B. Thomason: an analysis of the movie as a social
commentary and cautionary tale. "Narnia Adapted to Film: the
Triune Dance" by Kyoko Yuasa: a reflection of Lewis's search for the
dance of the Triune in art. "Comedy-Drama in Film: Caught
Between Good Friday and Easter Sunday" by Hannah Zarr: a
reflection on the way dramedy helps viewers better perceive a
Christian view of reality. Cover art by M.A. Listz Volume 2, Issue 2,
Summer 2019: 300 pages.
Medieval Wisdom for Modern Christians Ignatius Press
We hear a lot about some of the “big” names in the Bible.
Moses. Mary. Paul. But what about those who have a small
mention, or whose names aren’t even known? What might
they have to teach us about the faith journey? Footnotes is a
unique four-week study that introduces us to some people who
are just a brief blip on the screen of the Bible timeline, just a
footnote in biblical story—people it would be easy to overlook
but we shouldn’t underestimate. As you journey through this
four-week study, you will be inspired by the backstories of these
people of faith who show us that even minor players can teach
major lessons.
Truth on Fire Wipf and Stock Publishers
C. S. Lewis and the Art of Writing is written for readers interested in
C. S. Lewis, the writing life, and in becoming better writers. Lewis
stands as one of the most prolific and influential writers in modern
history. His life in letters offers writers invaluable encouragement and
instruction in the writing craft. In Lewis, writers don't just learn how
to write, they also learn something about how to live. This volume
explores Lewis's life in, as well as his practice of, writing. From his
avid reading life, to his adolescent dreams to be a great poet, through
his creative failures, to his brilliant successes, to his constant
encouragement of other writers, C. S. Lewis and the Art of Writing
celebrates one of the twentieth-century's greatest authors.
Secularisations and Their Debates Yours, Jack
This volume explores timely topics in contemporary political and
social debates, including: the new atheisms, the debate between
Habermas and the Pope on the fate of modernity, and the impact of
new scientific developments on traditional religions. This book
collects articles first presented at the Deakin University "World in
Crisis" workshop, held November 2010 by leading Australasian
philosophers and theologians. It addresses questions raised by the
recent, much-touted return to religion, including possible reasons for
the return and its practical, political, and intellectual prospects.
Secularisation and Their Debates is not afraid to provide answers to
such questions as: Is religion only ever a force of political reaction in
modernity, or are there resources in it which progressive, even
secular social movements, could engage with or adopt? Are the new
atheisms, or on the opposite side, the new fundamentalisms, really
novel phenomena, or has religion only ever been artificially sidelined
in the modern Western states? Has modern liberalism only really
been kidding itself about its non-doctrinal neutrality between
different faiths, and if so, what should follow? This book will appeal
to researchers in the philosophy of religion, social sciences, political
philosophy, and anthropology.
God the Peacemaker Harvest House Publishers
Do you find it easier to face the day when you know God is with you?
Max Lucado believes it is! In God Is With You Every Day, Max uses
his signature reassuring and encouraging voice, paired with practical,
relevant, and personal messaging, to remind you that God is with you
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every day. This 365-day devotional begins each week with a prayer
and scripture, followed by six days of devotions and scripture for
reflection. Weaving messages of comfort, grace, and encouragement,
this book is wonderful for: Anyone who wants a fresh infusion of faith
to start each day Those walking through difficult seasons of life such
as loneliness, grief, or change People in need of courage to face each
day God Is With You Every Day makes a great: Self-purchase for
those needing an extra pick-me-up or Max Lucado fans Inspirational
gift for friends and family walking through a tough season,
experiencing loss, or overwhelmed by life's challenges
NRSV, The C. S. Lewis Bible WaterBrook
Many Christians today tend to view the story of medieval faith as a
cautionary tale. Too often, they dismiss the Middle Ages as a period
of corruption and decay in the church. They seem to assume that the
church apostatized from true Christianity after it gained cultural
influence in the time of Constantine, and the faith was only later
recovered by the sixteenth-century Reformers or even the eighteenth-
century revivalists. As a result, the riches and wisdom of the medieval
period have remained largely inaccessible to modern Protestants.
Church historian Chris Armstrong helps readers see beyond modern
caricatures of the medieval church to the animating Christian spirit
of that age. He believes today's church could learn a number of
lessons from medieval faith, such as how the gospel speaks to
ordinary, embodied human life in this world. Medieval Wisdom for
Modern Christians explores key ideas, figures, and movements from
the Middle Ages in conversation with C. S. Lewis and other thinkers,
helping contemporary Christians discover authentic faith and
renewal in a forgotten age.
C. S. Lewis and the Art of Writing Brazos Press
In his spiritual memoir, Wiggins relates a personal story of
redemption, but one in which he seeks to engage the reader by
touching on universal themes.
Footnotes - Women's Bible Study Participant Workbook with Leader
Helps InterVarsity Press
This book offers a clearly written, informative, and fair critique of Roman
Catholicism in defense of the catholic faith. Two leading evangelical
thinkers in church history and philosophy summarize the major points of
contention between Protestants and Catholics, honestly acknowledging real
differences while conveying mutual respect and charity. The authors
address key historical, theological, and philosophical issues as they consider
what remains at stake five hundred years after the Reformation. They also
present a hopeful way forward for future ecumenical relations, showing
how Protestants and Catholics can participate in a common witness to the
world.
Sehnsucht: The C. S. Lewis Journal Christian Publishing House
Venus and Virtue are a match made in heaven. While popular
culture often tends to think of Christianity as negative about
sexuality and sexual pleasure, the fact is that Christians have the
best of reasons to joyfully celebrate sex as a gift. Unfortunately,
there is as much confusion about sex in Christian circles as there
is in the culture at large. The authors of this book believe that
this confusion can only be adequately addressed by drawing
from the deep wells of biblical truth and traditional theology.
The writers, however, are not only experts in biblical
scholarship, theology, and philosophy, but also pastoral
ministry, counseling, pop culture criticism, and women's issues.
This book is not sexy in the typical sense of that word, but by
situating sexuality within the cosmic drama of biblical
revelation, the true beauty and goodness of sex most clearly
emerges. And as that beauty emerges, we can begin to see why
Christian morality not only makes profound sense, but also why
it positively enriches the meaning of sex in ways that far outstrip
the sexy secular alternative.
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